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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the reconfiguration problem of integer linear systems. In this problem,
we are given an integer linear system I and two feasible solutions s and t of I, and then asked to
transform s to t by changing a value of only one variable at a time, while maintaining a feasible
solution of I throughout. Z(I) for I is the complexity index introduced by Kimura and Makino
(Discrete Applied Mathematics 200:67–78, 2016), which is defined by the sign pattern of the input
matrix. We analyze the complexity of the reconfiguration problem of integer linear systems based
on the complexity index Z(I) of given I. We then show that the problem is (i) solvable in constant
time if Z(I) is less than one, (ii) weakly coNP-complete and pseudo-polynomially solvable if Z(I) is
exactly one, and (iii) PSPACE-complete if Z(I) is greater than one. Since the complexity indices of
Horn and two-variable-par-inequality integer linear systems are at most one, our results imply that
the reconfiguration of these systems are in coNP and pseudo-polynomially solvable. Moreover, this
is the first result that reveals coNP-completeness for a reconfiguration problem, to the best of our
knowledge.
1 Introduction
Reconfiguration problem
In reconfiguration problem we are asked to transform the current configuration into a desired one by
step-by-step operations. Formally, in this problem, we are given two feasible solutions of a combinatorial
problem, then we find the transformation between them, such that all intermediate results are also feasible,
and each step conforms to an adjacency relation defined on feasible solutions. The reconfiguration problem
investigates the properties of solution spaces of combinatorial problems, and has a deep relationship to
the optimization variants of them. After Ito et al. [12] introduced this reconfiguration framework, many
researchers applied this framework to a variety of combinatorial problems, including not only graph
problems such as independent set, vertex cover, and coloring, but also set cover, knapsack problem, and
general integer programming problem. For recent surveys, see [9, 20]. The reconfiguration problem has
many possible applications, particularly on ongoing services, e.g., maintenance of power stations and
computer networks.
The reconfiguration framework has been also applied to the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT),
which is a central problem in computer science. In the reconfiguration problem of SAT, we are given a
Boolean formula ϕ and two feasible solutions (i.e., satisfying assignments) s and t of ϕ, and asked to
transform s to t by changing only one variable from true to false or from false to true at a time, while
maintaining a feasible solution of ϕ throughout. This problem is shown to have dichotomy property in
terms of constraint language [8]. Namely, it is shown that the reconfiguration problem of SAT is in P if the
constraints satisfy a certain property and otherwise PSPACE-complete, where the property distinguishing
these complexities is later corrected by Schwerdtfeger [22]. We note that the reconfiguration problem is
called st-connectivity problem in [8, 22].
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Integer linear systems and complexity index
In this paper, we focus on the reconfiguration problem for integer linear system (ILS for short). In ILS, we
are given a matrix A ∈ Qm×n, a vector b ∈ Qm, and a positive integer d. A feasible solution is an integer
vector x ∈ Dn satisfying Ax ≥ b, where D = {0, 1, . . . , d}. We denote by I = (A, b, d) an instance of ILS.
ILS can formulate many combinatorial optimization problems and is a fundamental problem studied in
many fields such as mathematical programming and theoretical computer science. The feasibility problem
of ILS asks if there exists a feasible solution of a given instance of ILS. The feasibility problem of ILS
has been intensively studied, especially compared to the reconfiguration counter part. The feasibility
problem is strongly NP-hard in general, but several (semi-)tractable subclasses are known to exist. For
example, the problem can be solved in polynomial time, if n is bounded by some constant [18], or if A
is totally unimodular [11]. Moreover, it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time if (i) m is bounded by
some constant [21], (ii) it is a Horn system (i.e., each row of A contains at most one positive element)
[7, 19], or (iii) it is a two-variable-per-inequality (TVPI) system (i.e., each row of A contains at most two
nonzero elements) [10, 1]. It is also known that the problem is weakly NP-hard, even if m is bounded by
some constant or the system is Horn and TVPI (also known as monotone quadratic) [16].
In this paper, we investigate the reconfiguration problem of ILS through the complexity index for
ILS introduced in [15]. The complexity index extends a complexity index for SAT introduced in [4],
and classifies the complexity of the feasibility problem of ILS in terms of the sign structure of the input
matrix. For an ILS I = (A, b, d), the complexity index Z(I) of I is the optimal value of the following
linear programming problem (LP) with variables Z,α1, . . . , αn.
minimize Z
subject to
∑
j:sgn(aij)=+
αj +
∑
j:sgn(aij)=−
(1− αj) ≤ Z (i = 1, . . . ,m)
0 ≤ αj ≤ 1 (j = 1, . . . , n),
(1)
where for a real number a, its sign is defined as
sgn(a) =
 + (a > 0)0 (a = 0)− (a < 0). (2)
Since LP (1) depends only on the sign pattern of A, the index captures the sign structure of ILSes. For
γ ≥ 0, we denote by ILS(γ) the family of ILSes I with Z(I) ≤ γ. For the feasibility problem of ILS, the
following trichotomy result is shown in [15]: (i) ILS(γ) is solvable in linear time for any γ < 1, (ii) ILS(1)
is weakly NP-complete and pseudo-polynomially solvable, and (iii) ILS(γ) is strongly NP-complete for
any γ > 1; see also Table 1 in the next subsection. It should be noted that ILS(1) includes Horn and
TVPI ILSes, well-studied subclasses of ILSes. In fact, for a Horn ILS I, (Z,α1, . . . , αn) = (1, 1, . . . , 1) is
a feasible solution to LP (1), and thus the optimal value of LP (1) is at most one. For a TVPI ILS I,
(Z,α1, . . . , αn) = (1, 1/2, . . . , 1/2) is a feasible solution to LP (1), and thus the optimal value of LP (1) is
at most one. Therefore, these ILSes are included in ILS(1). Horn and TVPI ILSes arise in, e.g., program
verification and scheduling, respectively, and many algorithms have been devised to solve the feasibility
problems of these subclasses [1, 7, 10, 19]. On the other hand, ILS(1) can be decomposed to Horn and
TVPI ILSes in a certain way [15]; see also Section 3. It should be also noted that we can recognize which
class a given ILS belongs to in linear time, without solving LP (1) [15]. This is useful for practice, since
if we recognized in linear time that the index of a given ILS is, say, less than one, then we could use the
linear time algorithm to solve the feasibility problem.
Main results of the paper
In this paper, we consider the reconfiguration problem of ILS. Namely, we are given an ILS I and two
feasible solutions s and t of I, and then asked to transform s to t by changing a value of only one variable
at a time, while maintaining a feasible solution of I throughout. We analyze the complexity of this
problem using the complexity index described in the previous subsection and show the following three
results: the reconfiguration problem of ILS is
(i) always yes if the complexity index is less than one
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(ii) weakly coNP-complete and pseudo-polynomially solvable if the complexity index is
exactly one
As mentioned in the previous subsection, both Horn and TVPI ILSes are contained in ILS(1) [15].
Therefore, the reconfiguration problem of these ILSes are both in coNP and pseudo-polynomially
solvable from this result. Furthermore, SAT can be formulated as ILS with the constant-size
numerical inputs, by representing each clause (
∨
j∈L+ xj∨
∨
j∈L− xj) as
∑
j∈L+ xj+
∑
j∈L−(1−xj) ≥
1 and setting d = 1. Thus, the reconfiguration problem of SAT with index at most 1 is polynomially
solvable from this result.
(iii) PSPACE-complete if the complexity index is greater than one
We show that the reconfiguration problem is PSPACE-complete even for SAT. Combining this
result with result (ii), we obtain a complexity dichotomy for the reconfiguration problem of SAT
in terms of the complexity index. We compare this dichotomy result with the dichotomy result
in [8, 22] in the next subsection.
From the above results, we obtain a complexity trichotomy for the reconfiguration problem of ILS; see
also Table 1.
We also analyze how far two feasible solutions can be, namely, the maximum of the minimum number
of value changes between two feasible solutions. This can be cast as the analysis of the diameter of the
solution graph of ILS, where the solution graph is defined as follows: the vertex set is the set of feasible
solutions and two vertices are adjacent if their hamming distance (i.e., the number of components having
different values) is one. We then show that the diameter of the solution graph of ILS is Θ(n), Θ(dn),
and Ω(d · 3
√
(γ−1)n
8 ) if the complexity index γ is respectively less than one, equal to one, and greater than
one; see Table 1.
Table 1: Results for integer linear systems (results of this paper are in bold). Here, n is the number of
variables and d is the upper bound of the values of the variables.
ILS(γ) feasibility [15] reconfiguration diameter
γ < 1 P (linear time) P (always yes) Θ(n)
γ = 1 weakly NP-complete weakly coNP-complete Θ(dn)
pseudo-polynomially solvable pseudo-polynomially solvable
γ > 1 strongly NP-complete PSPACE-complete Ω(d · 3
√
(γ−1)n
8 )
In Table 1, a problem is pseudo-polynomially solvable if it is solvable in polynomial time in the numeric
value of the input. Moreover, a problem is weakly NP-complete (resp., weakly coNP-complete) if it is
NP-complete (resp., coNP-complete) in the usual sense, and strongly NP-complete if it is NP-complete
even when all of its numerical parameters are bounded by a polynomial in the size of the input.
Our pseudo-polynomial solvability is based on the decomposition of any ILS in ILS(1) into Horn and
TVPI ILSes introduced in [15]. In fact, we first show that the reconfiguration problems of these two ILSes
are pseudo-polynomially solvable. For Horn ILS, this is done by extending the greedy algorithm for Horn
SAT [8], using the fact that the set of solutions of any Horn ILS is closed under a minimum operation
(see Section 2 for details). On the other hand, for TVPI ILS, extending the algorithm for 2-SAT in [8]
is not straightforward. This is because the majority operation on the Boolean domain (i.e., the SAT
case) is uniquely determined, whereas there are many majority operations on non-Boolean domains (i.e.,
the ILS case), and properties of the set of solutions depend on a majority operation under which it is
closed. We reveal that the solution sets of any TVPI ILS are closed under a median operation. Using
this closedness property, we can induce a partial order on the set of solutions and devise an algorithm
that changes values of variables according to the partial order. For our coNP-completeness result, we use
the reduction by Lagarias [16] that shows the weak NP-hardness of the feasibility problem of monotone
quadratic ILSes.
For the case of γ < 1, we show that the solution graph of ILS is always connected. Therefore, any
instance of the reconfiguration problem is a yes instance. We show this by reformulating the structural
result for ILS with index less than one in [15].
For the case of γ > 1, we show that the reconfiguration problem is PSPACE-complete even for the SAT
problem. As mentioned above, ILS can formulate SAT by representing each clause (
∨
j∈L+ xj∨
∨
j∈L− xj)
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as
∑
j∈L+ xj +
∑
j∈L−(1 − xj) ≥ 1 and setting d = 1. Through this formulation, we can also define
complexity index for SAT, and this index actually coincides with the complexity index for SAT problem
introduced by Boros et al. [4]. Using the structural expression introduced in [8], we show that the
reconfiguration problem is PSPACE-complete for SAT with index greater than one.
Finally, we obtain some positive results complementing the hardness results for ILS(1). An integer
linear system I = (A, b, d) is called unit if A ∈ {0,±1}m×n for positive integers m and n. We show
that the reconfiguration problem of unit ILS(1) is solvable in polynomial time. Note that unit ILS(γ)
is PSPACE-complete for γ > 1, since it contains SAT(γ). Therefore, we obtain a dichotomy result for
unit ILS. Interestingly, the diameter of the solution graph of a system in unit ILS(1) is still Θ(dn) and
thus the length of the shortest path between two feasible solutions can be exponential in the input size,
where we note that d is a part of the input and its input size is log d. Hence, we cannot output an actual
path in any polynomial time algorithm for unit ILS(1). Therefore, we devise an algorithm that repeats
a certain sequence of value changes implicitly exponential time for these systems. We also show that
the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is solvable in polynomial time if the number of variables is a fixed
constant.
Related work
Our results imply that the reconfiguration problem for SAT has a dichotomy property in terms of the
complexity index. Namely, the problem is in P if Z(I) ≤ 1 and otherwise (i.e., if Z(I) > 1) PSPACE-
complete. This result is incomparable to the dichotomy result in [8, 22], that is, the set of instances in the
polynomially solvable class in [8, 22] differs from that with Z(I) ≤ 1. This is because the results in [8, 22]
concern the restriction on the constraint language, namely constraints used to build a problem instance.
On the other hand, our result (or the complexity index) focuses on the combination of constraints. For
example, consider any one-inequality ILS a1x1 + a2x2 + · · · + anxn ≥ b. Then it is in general within
the PSPACE realm in terms of constraint language. However, the complexity index is zero for the ILS,
implying that the ILS lies in the P realm in our result. On the other hand, consider an affine equation
x1⊕ x2⊕ x3 = 1 in the field F2 of order two, where ⊕ is an addition modulo two. Then the equation lies
in the P realm in the result in [8, 22]. The equation can be formulated as an ILS by
x1 + x2 + x3 ≥ 1
x1 − x2 − x3 ≥ −1
−x1 + x2 − x3 ≥ −1
−x1 − x2 + x3 ≥ −1,
(3)
and d = 1, and its complexity index Z is defined by the following LP.
minimize Z
subject to α1 + α2 + α3 ≤ Z
α1 + (1− α2) + (1− α3) ≤ Z
(1− α1) + α2 + (1− α3) ≤ Z
(1− α1) + (1− α2) + α3 ≤ Z
0 ≤ α1, α2, α3 ≤ 1.
(4)
By a simple calculation, one can verify that the optimal value of this LP is 3/2. Hence, the ILS lies in the
PSPACE realm in our result. Therefore, the set of instances in the polynomially solvable class in [8, 22]
differs from that with Z(I) ≤ 1. It should be noted that Horn and 2-SAT lie in the P realm in both the
results.
In the literature, reconfiguration problems of many combinatorial problems are investigated [9, 20].
For many polynomially solvable problems such as minimum matroid basis and matching problem, the
corresponding reconfiguration problems are shown to be polynomially solvable [12]. One may wonder if
any reconfiguration for NP-hard problems tends to be PSPACE-complete and conversely, any reconfigu-
ration for the problems in P is shown to be polynomially solvable. However, there are many exceptions.
For example, the reconfiguration of the three-coloring problem is solvable in polynomial time [14], while
the feasibility problem is known to be NP-complete. Conversely, the reconfiguration of the shortest path
problem is PSPACE-complete [3], while the feasibility problem is trivially in P. While there exist results
for specific problems, the general framework is still open that delineates a line between easy and hard
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reconfiguration problems. In this paper, we obtain a trichotomy result for ILS, a large class of combi-
natorial optimization problems, and we hope the result sheds some light on the general reconfiguration
framework. Furthermore, we obtain the first coNP-completeness result for reconfiguration problems as
far as we know. Thus, our result gives a new insight to the complexity of reconfiguration problems.
The complexity of a reconfiguration problem is, so far, strongly tied to the diameter of the solution
graph. Namely, a reconfiguration problem tend to be in P if the diameter of the solution graph is poly-
nomially bounded in the input size, and PSPACE-complete if the diameter can be exponential. In fact,
polynomially solvable reconfiguration problems with exponential diameters have been only known for
trivial problems such as Tower of Hanoi (which is always yes), to the best of our knowledge. Our result
for unit ILS(1) provides a first example that the reconfiguration problem is in P even if the diameter of
the solution graph can be exponential in the input size and the reconfiguration problem is not always
yes. This is of independent interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the reconfiguration prob-
lem of ILS and observes useful properties. Section 3 and 4 consider the case where Z(I) = 1, which is
the most technically involved part. Sections 5 and 6 present our results for Z(I) < 1 and Z(I) > 1,
respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard graph theoretic terminology as contained, e.g.,
in [2].
2.1 Definitions
We first define the integer linear systems (ILSes). In an ILS, we are given a matrix A = (Aij) ∈ Qm×n,
a vector b ∈ Qm, and a positive integer d, where m and n denote positive integers and Q denotes the
set of rational numbers. We denote an ILS by I = (A, b, d). A feasible solution of I is an integer vector
x ∈ Dn satisfying Ax ≥ b, where D = {0, 1, . . . , d}. The feasibility problem of ILS is the problem of
finding a feasible solution of a given ILS. Note that the bounds on variables, i.e., the domain D, allow us
to analyze the problem in more details, and also ensure that the solution graph defined below is finite.
For an integer n, a subset R ⊆ Dn is called an (n-ary) relation on D.
Definition 2.1 (Solution graph). For a relation R ⊆ Dn, we define the solution graph G(R) = (V (R), E(R))
as follows: V (R) := R and E(R) := {{x,y} | x,y ∈ V (R),dist(x,y) = 1}, where dist(x,y) := |{j | xj 6=
yj}| is the Hamming distance of x and y. For an ILS I = (A, b, d), we denote by G(I) the solution graph
of the set of the feasible solutions of I, that is, G(R(I)) with R(I) := {x ∈ Dn | Ax ≥ b}.
We call a path from s to t an s-t path. If there exists an s-t path, we say t is reachable from s.
Using this definition, we can treat the reconfiguration problem of ILS as following: in the reconfiguration
problem of ILS, we are given an ILS I and two feasible solutions s and t of I, and then we are asked
whether t is reachable from s or not.
2.2 Basic observations
In this subsection, we give three lemmas which play important roles in this paper.
The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 4.1 in [8] to a multiple-valued version, and used
throughout the paper. We say that an n-ary relation R is closed under a k-ary operation f : Dk → D
if for every a1,a2, . . . ,ak ∈ R, the tuple (f(a11, a21, . . . , ak1), . . . , f(a1n, . . . , akn)) is in R. We denote this
tuple by f(a1, . . . ,ak). An operation f : Dk → D is called idempotent if f(x, x, . . . , x) = x holds for any
x ∈ D.
Lemma 2.1. If a relation R ⊆ Dn is closed under an idempotent operation f : Dk → D, then for each
connected component G′ in G(R), V (G′) is closed under f .
Proof. The proof goes along the same line as the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [8], since the proof of Lemma
4.1 only uses the idempotency of f . However, we describe the proof for completeness of this paper.
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Let R ⊆ Dn be a relation which is closed under an idempotent operation f : Dk → D. Consider
vectors a1,a2, . . . ,ak ∈ R that all belong to the same connected component of G(R). In the rest of this
proof, we show that a = f(a1,a2, . . . ,ak) also belongs to the connected component. To this end, we
show that there exists a path between a1 and a on G(R).
We first prove that for any integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and s, t ∈ R in the same connected component
of G(R), there exists a path from f(b1, . . . , bi−1, s, bi+1, . . . , bk) to f(b1, . . . , bi−1, t, bi+1, . . . , bk) for any
b1, . . . , bk ∈ R. Let s = s0 → s1 → · · · → s` = t be an s-t path. For every j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , `−1}, the tuples
f(b1, . . . , bi−1, sj , bi+1, . . . , bk) and f(b1, . . . , bi−1, sj+1, bi+1, . . . , bk) belong to the same component of
G(R), because they differ in at most one variable (the variable in which sj and sj+1 are different). Thus
f(b1, . . . , bi−1, s0, bi+1, . . . , bk) and f(b1, . . . , bi−1, s`, bi+1, . . . , bk) belong to the same component.
Therefore, there exist paths from a1 = f(a1,a1, . . . ,a1) to f(a1,a2,a1, . . . ,a1), from f(a1,a2,a1, . . . ,a1)
to f(a1,a2,a3,a1, . . . ,a1) , . . . , and from f(a1,a2, . . . ,ak−1,a1) to f(a1,a2, . . . ,ak) = a. Thus there
exists a path between a1 and a on G(R).
We next see that we can replace any column of A with its opposite vector without changing the
reachability. Observe first that the feasibility of an integer linear system does not change if we replace
a variable xj with a new variable x
′
j = d − xj . Namely, the feasibility of I = (A, b, d) is equivalent to
that of I ′ = (A′, b− dA.j , d), where A′ is obtained from A by replacing the j-th column A.j with −A.j .
Moreover, the reconfiguration problem of I = (A, b, d) can be reduced to that of I ′ = (A′, b− dA.j , d) as
the following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.2. Let I = (A, b, d) be an ILS and s, t be solutions of I. Then, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, t is
reachable from s in G(I) if and only if (t1, . . . , tj−1, d−tj , tj+1, . . . , tn) is reachable from (s1, . . . , sj−1, d−
sj , sj+1, . . . , sn) in G(I
′), where I ′ = (A′, b − dA.j , d) and A′ is obtained from A by replacing the j-th
column A.j with −A.j.
Proof. Assume that t is reachable from s in G(I). Let an s-t path be s = s0 → s1 → · · · → s` = t.
By replacing sk with (sk1 , . . . , s
k
j−1, d − skj , skj+1, . . . , skn) for each k = 0, 1, . . . , `, we obtain a path from
s′ := (s1, . . . , sj−1, d − sj , sj+1, . . . , sn) to t′ := (t1, . . . , tj−1, d − tj , tj+1,...,tn) in G(I ′). Hence, t′ is
reachable from s′ in G(I ′). The converse can be proven similarly.
By inductively applying Lemma 2.2, we can replace any columns of A by their opposite vectors without
changing reachability by changing vector b appropriately.
We also use the following lemma in Sections 3 and 4. A matrix A ∈ Qm×n is Horn if each row of
A has at most one positive element. An ILS is called Horn if the input matrix is Horn. The minimum
operation is a binary operation that outputs the smaller value of the two inputs. For an ILS, a feasible
solution x∗ is called a unique minimal solution of the ILS if it satisfies x∗ ≤ x for all the feasible solutions
x of the ILS. Here, for two vectors x and y, x ≥ y holds if xj ≥ yj for all j.
Lemma 2.3 (E.g., [19]). The set of feasible solutions of a Horn ILS is closed under the minimum
operation. Since any nonempty relation on D closed under the minimum operation has a unique minimal
solution, so does any feasible Horn ILS.
3 The general case of Z(I) = 1
In this section, we show that the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is weakly coNP-complete and pseudo-
polynomially solvable.
3.1 Basic Properties
In this subsection, we summarize useful properties of ILS(1).
3.1.1 Horn integer linear systems
In this subsection, we treat Horn ILS. Recall that ILS is called Horn if each row of the input matrix
A has at most one positive element. Let I be an Horn ILS. From Lemma 2.3 in Subsection 2.2, the
set of feasible solutions of I is closed under the minimum operation. Since the minimum operation is
idempotent, each connected component of G(I) is also closed under the minimum operation by Lemma 2.1
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in Subsection 2.2, It follows that there exists a unique minimal solution in each connected component
by Lemma 2.3. We show that any vertex of G(I) is connected to the unique minimal solution in the
same connected component via a monotone path. Here, a path s0 → s1 → · · · → s` is monotone if
s0 ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ s` holds, where we recall that for two vectors x and y, we have x ≥ y if and only if
xj ≥ yj holds for all j.
Lemma 3.1. For a Horn system I, each vertex in G(I) is connected via a monotone path to the unique
minimal solution in the same connected component.
Proof. Let I be a Horn ILS. Let s be an arbitrary feasible solution of I and let smin be the unique
minimal solution in the same component as s on G(I). Since they are in the same connected component,
there exists an s-smin path on G(I). Let such a path be s = s
0 → s1 → · · · → s` = smin. Note that this
path may not be a monotone path.
Now we show that we can construct a monotone s-smin path. Let u
0 = s0 and uk = min(uk−1, sk)
for each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ `. Note that u` = smin by minimality of smin, and uk−1 ≥ min(uk−1, sk) = uk for
each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ `. In the rest of the proof, we show that dist(uk−1,uk) ≤ 1 for each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ `. Then
we immediately have a monotone s-smin path s = u
0 → u1 → · · · → u` = smin (if needed, we delete the
redundant feasible solutions).
Let x,y ∈ Zn be arbitrary vectors with dist(x,y) ≤ 1. We can easily have that dist(x,min(x,y)) ≤ 1.
Using this property, we show that dist(uk−1,uk) ≤ 1 in the following. For k = 1, we have
dist(u0,u1) = dist(s0,min(s0, s1)) ≤ 1,
since dist(s0, s1) = 1. For k ≥ 2, we have uk−1 = min(uk−2, sk−1) and
uk = min(uk−1, sk)
= min(min(uk−2, sk−1), sk)
= min(uk−2,min(sk−1, sk)),
(5)
where we use associativity of the minimum operation in the last equality. Since dist(sk−1, sk) = 1, we
have dist(sk−1,min(sk−1, sk)) ≤ 1. Then dist(uk−1,uk) ≤ 1 follows as desired. This completes the
proof.
3.1.2 Two-variable-per-inequality (TVPI) integer linear systems
In this subsection, we treat TVPI ILS, i.e., ILS where each row of the input matrix has at most two
nonzero elements. We first show that the solution set of a TVPI ILS is closed under a median operation,
where a ternary operation M : D3 → D is the median operation on D if it outputs the middle value of
the three inputs. For example, we have M(2, 4, 3) = 3 and M(2, 5, 2) = 2. The fact might be already
known, however, the authors cannot find it in the literature.
Proposition 3.2. The solution set of a TVPI ILS is closed under a median operation.
Proof. Let M be the median operation on D. Note that min(x, y) ≤M(x, y, z) ≤ max(x, y) holds for all
x, y, z ∈ D.
For a TVPI inequality axi + bxj ≥ c, let x,y, z ∈ Dn be solutions of the inequality, i.e., we have
axi + bxj ≥ c, ayi + byj ≥ c, and azi + bzj ≥ c. We show that a ·M(xi, yi, zi) + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ c holds,
which proves the proposition.
Without loss of generality, we assume that xi ≤ yi ≤ zi. Hence, we have M(xi, yi, zi) = yi. Then it
suffices to show that ayi + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ c holds. We show this for all the sign patterns of a and b.
Case 1: a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0
In this case, we have
ayi + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ ayi + b ·min(xj , yj)
= ayi + min(bxj , byj)
= min(ayi + bxj , ayi + byj)
≥ min(axi + bxj , ayi + byj)
≥ c.
(6)
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Case 2: a < 0 and b ≥ 0
In this case, it follows that
ayi + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ ayi + b ·min(yj , zj)
= ayi + min(byj , bzj)
= min(ayi + byj , ayi + bzj)
≥ min(ayi + byj , azi + bzj)
≥ c,
(7)
where the second last inequality follows from ayi ≥ azi.
Case 3: a ≥ 0 and b < 0
In this case, we have
ayi + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ ayi + b ·max(xj , yj)
= ayi + min(bxj , byj)
= min(ayi + bxj , ayi + byj)
≥ min(axi + bxj , ayi + byj)
≥ c,
(8)
where the second last inequality follows from ayi ≥ axi.
Case 4: a < 0 and b < 0
In this case, it follows that
ayi + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ ayi + b ·max(yj , zj)
= ayi + min(byj , bzj)
= min(ayi + byj , ayi + bzj)
≥ min(ayi + byj , azi + bzj)
≥ c,
(9)
where the second last inequality follows from ayi ≥ azi.
Therefore, we show that in all cases ayi + b ·M(xj , yj , zj) ≥ c holds. This completes the proof.
We also use the following observation to show our result. For p ∈ D, let up : D2 → D be defined
as up(x, y) = M(p, x, y) for any x, y ∈ D, where M is the median operation. Then up is a semilattice
operation, which is shown in the following lemma. Here, a binary operation D2 → D is semilattice if it
is (i) associative, (ii) commutative, and (iii) idempotent.
Lemma 3.3. For p ∈ D, up : D2 → D defined as above is a semilattice operation.
Proof. We show that each axiom of semilattice operations holds for up.
For associativity, we have to show that
up (x,up(y, z)) = M(p, x,M(p, y, z)) = M(p,M(p, x, y), z) = up(up(x, y), z). (10)
The middle equality can be shown by checking all the possibility of the magnitude relations on x, y, z
and p. For example, if x ≤ y ≤ z ≤ p holds, then we have M(p, x,M(p, y, z)) = M(p, x, z) = z and
M(p,M(p, x, y), z) = M(p, y, z) = z, and thus the equality holds. We leave the reader to check the
equality for the other possibilities.
For commutativity, it follows that up(x, y) = M(p, x, y) = M(p, y, x) = up(y, x). Finally, for idempo-
tency, we have up(x, x) = M(p, x, x) = x. Hence, up is a semilattice operation.
From Lemma 3.3, we can construct a poset (D,≤p) induced by up for p ∈ D, where for any x, y ∈ D,
x ≤p y if and only if up(x, y) = x.
From Lemma 2.1 in Subsection 2.2 and Proposition 3.2, each connected component of G(I) is closed
under the median operation on D for a TVPI system I, since median operations are idempotent. For
any feasible solution t to I, define Mt : (D
n)2 → Dn as Mt(x,y) = M(t,x,y) for any x,y ∈ Dn. Then,
as in Lemma 2.1, we can show that each connected component of G(I) is closed under Mt, i.e., for two
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feasible solutions x,y to I in the same connected component Mt(x,y) is also in the component. For any
two vectors x and y, let x ≥t y hold if and only if xj ≥tj yj holds for all j. Similar to Lemma 3.1, we
show that there exists a t-monotone path from any vertex of G(I) to the t-unique minimal solution in the
same connected component, where a t-monotone path and unique t-minimality are defined analogously
to a monotone path and unique minimality, respectively.
Lemma 3.4. For a TVPI system I and a feasible solution t to I, each vertex is connected to the unique
t-minimal solution in the same connected component via a t-monotone path.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one for Lemma 3.1.
Let I be a TVPI integer linear system and t be an arbitrary feasible solution to I. Let s be an
arbitrary feasible solution of I and let x∗ be the unique t-minimal solution in the same component as s
on G(I). Since they are in the same connected component, there exists an s-x∗ path on G(I). Let such
a path be s = s0 → s1 → · · · → s` = x∗. Note that this path may not be a t-monotone path.
Now we show that we can construct a t-monotone s-x∗ path. For each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ `, we define sk∗ as
follows:
sk∗ =
{
s0 k = 0
M(t, sk−1∗ , s
k) k ≥ 1. (11)
By the same discussion on Lemma 3.1, we have a t-monotone s-x∗ path s = s0∗ → s1∗ → · · · → s`∗ = x∗
(if needed, we delete the redundant feasible solutions). This completes the proof.
3.1.3 Decomposition of ILS(1)
We here recall that any instance of ILS(1) can be decomposed into Horn and TVPI systems. All the
result in this subsection are from [15]. It is known that an instance I of ILS(1) admits a QH-partition
Let {1, . . . , n} be a variable index set. A partition Q ∪ H = {1, . . . , n} (and Q ∩ H = ∅) is called a
QH-partition of {1, . . . , n}, if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(a) Each row i of A contains at most two nonzero elements Aij with j ∈ Q.
(b) Each row i of A contains at most one positive element Aij with j ∈ H.
(c) If a row i of A contains a positive element Aij with j ∈ H, then the elements Aik with k ∈ Q are all
zeros.
For a QH-partition, let S denote the set of rows i of A such that Aij = 0 for all j ∈ Q. Define
S := {1, . . . ,m} \ S. For a row and column index sets T and C, let A[T,C] denote the submatrix of A
whose row and column sets are T and C, respectively. Moreover, for a vector a ∈ Qk and T ⊆ {1, . . . k},
let aT denote the restriction of a to T . Then, we can decompose the integer linear system as follows:{
A[S,H]xH ≥ bS
A[S,H]xH +A[S,Q]xQ ≥ bS ,
(12)
where we note that A[S,Q] = 0 by the definition of S. Moreover, note that by the condition (b) of QH-
partition, the system A[S,H]xH ≥ bS is Horn, i.e., each row of A[S,H] contains at most one positive
element. Similarly, the elements of A[S,H] are nonpositive and each row of A[S,Q] contains at most two
nonzero elements, respectively by conditions (c) and (a) of QH-partition.
3.2 Pseudo-polynomial solvability
In this subsection, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. The reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is pseudo-polynomially solvable.
To show the theorem, we first consider two subclasses of ILS(1). Namely, we show that the reconfig-
uration problems of Horn and two-variable-per-inequality (TVPI) ILS are pseudo-polynomially solvable
in Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively. Then, using these results, we show Theorem 3.5 in Subsec-
tion 3.2.3.
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3.2.1 Horn integer linear systems
In this subsection, we treat Horn ILS, i.e., ILS where each row of the input matrix has at most one
positive element. To show that the reconfiguration problem of Horn ILS is pseudo-polynomially solvable,
we use Lemma 3.1 in Subsection 3.1.1.
Proposition 3.6. The reconfiguration problem of Horn ILS is pseudo-polynomially solvable.
Proof. Let I be a Horn ILS and let s and t be feasible solutions of I. Let smin and tmin be the unique
minimal solution in the same component as s and t respectively. Clearly, s and t are connected if and
only if smin = tmin holds. From Lemma 3.1, smin (resp., tmin) can be obtained by greedily following
a smaller feasible solution from s (resp., t). Note that the length of any monotone path is at most dn
since a value of one component decreases in each step. Therefore, we can obtain smin (resp., tmin) in
time polynomial in n,m and d, which implies that the reconfiguration problem of Horn ILS is pseudo-
polynomially solvable.
Proposition 3.7. The diameter of each component of G(I) is Θ(dn) for any Horn ILS I.
Proof. Let I be a Horn ILS. From Lemma 3.1, any two vertices of G(I) in the same component are
connected by two monotone paths via the unique minimal solution in the component. Since the length
of any monotone path is at most dn, the diameter of each component of G(I) is at most 2dn = O(dn).
We now show that the diameter of G(I) can be Ω(dn) even for a monotone quadratic ILS, where an
ILS is monotone quadratic if each inequality has at most one positive coefficient and at most one negative
coefficient. Note that a monotone quadratic ILS is a Horn (and TVPI) ILS.
Example 3.1. Consider the following monotone quadratic ILS.{
xj − xj+1 ≥ 0 (j = 1, . . . , n− 1)
xj+1 − xj ≥ −1 (j = 1, . . . , n− 1) (13)
The diameter of the solution graph of ILS (13) is Ω(dn). Indeed, consider a path from (0, 0, . . . , 0)
to (d, d, . . . , d). Then we can increase a value of a variable at most one in each step, since any two
consecutive variables can differ by at most one. Therefore, the length of the path is at least dn. Thus,
the diameter of the solution graph of system (13) is Ω(dn).
Combining the upper and lower bounds, we obtain that the diameter of each component of G(I) is
Θ(dn) for any Horn ILS I.
3.2.2 Two-variable-per-inequality (TVPI) integer linear systems
In this subsection, we treat TVPI ILS, i.e., ILS where each row of the input matrix has at most two nonzero
elements. To show that the reconfiguration problem of TVPI ILS is pseudo-polynomially solvable, we
use Lemma 3.4 in Subsection 3.1.2.
Proposition 3.8. The reconfiguration problem of TVPI ILS is pseudo-polynomially solvable.
Proof. The proof goes along the same line as that of Lemma 3.6. Let I be a TVPI integer linear system
and s, t be solutions of I. Let x∗ be the unique t-minimal solution in the same component as s. Then
s and t are connected if and only if x∗ = t holds. From Lemma 3.4, x∗ can be obtained by greedily
following a smaller feasible solution (in terms of t) from s. Note that the length of any t-monotone
path is at most dn since a value of one component decreases (in terms of t) in each step. Therefore,
we can obtain x∗ in time polynomial in n,m and d. This implies that the reconfiguration problem is
pseudo-polynomially solvable.
Proposition 3.9. The diameter of each component of G(I) is Θ(dn) for any TVPI integer linear system
I.
Proof. Since any two vertices of G(I) in the same component are connected by a path of length at most
dn, the diameter of each component of G(I) is O(dn).
Moreover, since ILS (13) is a TVPI system, the diameter of each component of G(I) can be Ω(dn).
Combining the upper and lower bounds, we obtain that the diameter of each component of G(I) is
Θ(dn) for any TVPI ILS I.
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3.2.3 General case of Z(I) = 1
We now show Theorem 3.5, that is, the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is pseudo-polynomially solv-
able. We describe our algorithm to solve the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) in Algorithm 1; see
Subsection 3.1.3 for notation. The algorithm first solves the reconfiguration problem on the Horn system
A[S,H]xH ≥ bS and then solves the reconfiguration problem on a certain TVPI system.
Algorithm 1: Solving the reconfiguration problem of I = (A, b, d) with Z(I) = 1
1: compute a QH-partition of {1, . . . , n} and let IH = (A[S,H], bS , d)
2: if sH and tH are not connected in G(IH) then
3: output “NO” and halt
4: else
5: compute the unique minimal solution x∗H in the same component as
6: sH and tH in G(IH) and let IQ = (A[S,Q], bS −A[S,H]x∗H , d).
7: end if
8: if sQ and tQ are connected in G(IQ) then
9: output “YES” and halt
10: else
11: output “NO” and halt
12: end if
Lemma 3.10. Algorithm 1 solves the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) in time polynomial in n, m and
d.
Proof. We show that s and t are connected in G(I) if and only if Algorithm 1 outputs “YES”.
We first prove the if direction. Assume that Algorithm 1 outputs “YES”. Then we can construct
an s-t path s = (sH , sQ) → · · · → (x∗H , sQ) → · · · → (x∗H , tQ) → · · · → (tH , tQ) = t in G(I) using
monotone paths from sH to x
∗
H and from x
∗
H to tH , and a tQ-monotone path from sQ to tQ, which exist
since the algorithm outputs “YES” and from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4. Since we use monotone paths, vectors
from (sH , sQ)→ · · · → (x∗H , sQ) and (x∗H , tQ)→ · · · → (tH , tQ) are all solutions of I, since the elements
of A[S,H] are nonpositive. Indeed, for (xH , sQ) in (sH , sQ) → · · · → (x∗H , sQ), we have xH ≤ sH by
monotonicity and thus A[S,H]xH ≥ A[S,H]sH holds since A[S,H] is a nonpositive matrix. Therefore,
we have
A[S,H]xH +A[S,Q]sQ ≥ A[S,H]sH +A[S,Q]sQ ≥ bS , (14)
where the second inequality holds since s is a solution to I. Since xH is a solution to IH , this implies
that (xH , sQ) is a solution to I. Similarly, any vector in (x
∗
H , tQ) → · · · → (tH , tQ) is a solution to
I. Moreover, vectors in (x∗H , sQ) → · · · → (x∗H , tQ) are solutions of I by the definition of IQ in the
algorithm. Therefore, we obtain an s-t path in G(I), implying that s and t are connected in G(I).
We next prove the only-if direction. We assume that s and t are connected in G(I). Let P : s = s0 →
s1 → · · · → s` = t be an s-t path in G(I). Then clearly the restriction of P to variable indices H is an
sH -tH path in G(IH). Moreover, the restriction of P to variable indices Q is an sQ-tQ path in G(IQ).
This is because for any vector u in P we have A[S,Q]uQ ≥ bS − A[S,H]uH ≥ bS − A[S,H]x∗H , since
uH ≥ x∗H holds by unique minimality of x∗H and A[S,H] is a nonpositive matrix. Therefore, Algorithm 1
outputs “YES”. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. This immediately follows from Lemma 3.10.
Corollary 3.11. The diameter of each component of G(I) is O(dn) for instance I of ILS(1).
Proof. Let s and t be vertices in the same component in G(I). Consider the s-t path s = (sH , sQ) →
· · · → (x∗H , sQ) → · · · → (x∗H , tQ) → · · · → (tH , tQ) = t constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.10. Then,
this is a path of length O(dn) from Propositions 3.7 and 3.9. Therefore, the diameter of each component
of G(I) is O(dn).
Theorem 3.12. The diameter of each component of G(I) is Θ(dn) for instance I of ILS(1).
Proof. This follows from corollary 3.11 and Example 3.1.
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3.3 Weak coNP-completeness
In this subsection, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 3.13. The reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is weakly coNP-complete.
We show this by showing that the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is in coNP and weakly coNP-hard.
Proposition 3.14. The reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is in coNP.
Proof. To show that ILS(1) reconfiguration is in coNP, we show how to find a polynomial certificate for
no instances, i.e., a polynomial certificate such that s and t are disconnected.
Let (I, s, t) be a no instance of ILS(1) reconfiguration. Let Q ∪H = V be a QH-partition of the set
of variables. We define x ≥QH y if xi ≥ yi for i ∈ H and xi ≥ti yi for i ∈ Q.
We first observe that we can assume s ≥QH t without loss of generality. Indeed, since s and t are
disconnected, at least one of s and t is not connected to minQH(s, t), where minQH(x,y)i equals to
min(xi, yi) if i ∈ H and M(ti, xi, yi) if i ∈ Q. Thus, we may find a certificate to the disconnectivity of s
and minQH(s, t) without loss of generality. By resetting t := minQH(s, t), we obtain s ≥QH t.
Let ei be the i-th unit vector, i.e., the i-th coordinate of ei is one and the other coordinates are all
zeros. Let R be the set of solutions of I, i.e., R = {x ∈ Dn | Ax ≥ b}. Consider a vector w satisfying
the following four conditions.
C0: w ∈ R,
C1: w ≤QH s,
C2: w is locally QH-minimal, i.e., w−ei 6∈ R for any i ∈ H and w−σiei 6∈ R for any i ∈ Q\{i | wi = ti},
where σi = 1 if wi > ti and −1 if wi < ti, and
C3: there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that wi >QH ti.
The following claim shows that w satisfying the four conditions above is a certificate that s and t are
disconnected.
Claim 3.15. If we have a w satisfying the four conditions Ci (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), then s and t are disconnected.
Proof. We first observe that the unique QH-minimal element smin in the same component as s satisfies
smin ≥QH w. Indeed, let s = s0 → s1 → · · · → s` = smin be a QH-monotone path, which exists by
the same argument as Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4. Consider a path minQH(s,w) → minQH(s1,w) → · · · →
minQH(smin,w). Since w ∈ R from condition C0 and the solution set of I is minQH -closed, this is a
path in R. Moreover, from condition C1, we have minQH(s,w) = w and thus this is a path from w to
minQH(smin,w). Since w is locally minimal by C2, we have minQH(smin,w) = w. Therefore, w ≤ smin
holds.
On the other hand, the unique QH-minimal element tmin in the same component as t does not satisfy
tmin ≥QH w. This is because t ≥QH tmin and the condition C3 of w.
Therefore, smin 6= tmin holds, implying that s and t belong to different components in R. Thus, they
are disconnected.
We next show that if s and t are disconnected, then we always have a certificate satisfying conditions
Ci (i = 0, 1, 2, 3).
Claim 3.16. If s and t are disconnected, then there exists a vector w satisfying conditions Ci (i =
0, 1, 2, 3).
Proof. We show that the uniqueQH-minimal element smin in the same component as s satisfies conditions
Ci (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). Since smin ∈ R, Condition C0 is clearly satisfied. Moreover, since smin is the unique
QH-minimal element in the same component s, Condition C1 holds. Condition C2 follows since smin is
the unique QH-minimal element in a component.
For Condition C3, assume otherwise that smin ≤QH t holds. Consider a path from s to smin in R.
Then, path from minQH(s, t) to minQH(smin, t) is also in R. This path is a path from t to smin, since
we have s ≥QH t and smin ≤QH tmin by assumption. Then t and smin are in the same component,
implying that t and s are in the same component. This contradicts disconnectivity of t and s. Therefore,
smin 6≤QH t, and Condition C3 holds.
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From Claims 3.15 and 3.16, we obtain a polynomial certificate for disconnectivity of s and t. Indeed,
the size of the certificate is bounded in polynomial in the size of the input, and we can check if conditions
from C0 to C3 are satisfied by the certificate in polynomial time. Therefore, ILS(1) reconfiguration is in
coNP.
We then show our hardness result for ILS(1) reconfiguration.
Proposition 3.17. The reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is weakly coNP-hard.
Proof. We show this by a reduction from weak partition. Here, weak partition is, given distinct positive
integers a1, . . . , a`, to determine if there exists a nonzero integer vector x ∈ {−1, 0, 1}` \ {0} such that∑`
i=1 aixi = 0. It is known that weak partition is weakly NP-hard [23]. We first reduce weak partition
to the following variant of partition problem, which we call bounded weak partition. In bounded weak
partition, we are given positive integers b1, . . . , bn and asked to determine if there exists a nonzero integer
vector y ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3n}n \ {0} such that ∑ni=1 biyi = 0. We then reduce bounded weak partition
to the feasibility problem of monotone quadratic ILS (i.e., ILS that is Horn and TVPI at the same time),
using the idea of the proof of Theorem C in [16], which shows the NP-hardness of monotone quadratic
ILS1. Finally, we reduce this feasibility problem to the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1). We can then
show that an instance of weak partition is a yes instance if and only if the instance of the reconfiguration
problem of ILS(1) is a no instance. This yields the weak coNP-hardness of the reconfiguration problem
of ILS(1).
We first reduce an instance of weak partition to an instance of bounded weak partition defined above.
Given an instance I = (a1, . . . , a`) of weak partition with ` > 53, we can reduce it to bounded weak
partition as follows. Let W =
∑`
i=1 ai. Then we define an instance I
′ = (b1, . . . , bn) of bounded weak
partition as follows. Set n = 2`, bi = ai + W
i for i = 1, . . . , `, and bi = W
i for i = ` + 1, . . . , 2`.
We can then show that I is a yes instance if and only if I ′ is a yes instance. Indeed, let x be a
solution to I. Define y as yi = xi for i = 1, . . . , ` and yi = −xi for all i = ` + 1, . . . , 2`(= n).
Then we have
∑n
i=1 biyi =
∑`
i=1(ai + W
i)xi −
∑`
i=1W
ixi =
∑`
i=1 aixi = 0. Therefore, I
′ also has
a solution. For the other direction, let y be a solution to I ′. We first observe that yi = −y`+i (or,
equivalently, yi + y`+i = 0) holds for all i = 1, . . . , `. Assume otherwise that yi 6= −y`+i for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , `} and let k be the maximum index among such indices. Then ∑ni=1 biyi = ∑k−1i=1 (biyi +
b`+iy`+i) + (bkyk + b`+ky`+k) =
∑k−1
i=1 (biyi + b`+iy`+i) + akyk + (yk + y`+k)W
k. We now show that
|(yk + y`+k)W k| > |
∑k−1
i=1 (biyi + b`+iy`+i) + akyk|, which implies that
∑n
i=1 biyi 6= 0, i.e., y is not a
solution. Indeed,
|∑k−1i=1 (biyi + b`+iy`+i) + akyk| ≤ ∑k−1i=1 (|biyi|+ |b`+iy`+i|) + |akyk|
≤ 3n(∑k−1i=1 (|bi|+ |b`+i|) + ak)
= 3n(
∑k−1
i=1 (ai +W
i +W i) + ak)
= 3n(
∑k−1
i=1 (2W
i) +
∑k
i=1 ai)
≤ 3n(2Wk−1W−1 +W )
≤ 3n(2 WkW/2 +W )
≤ 13nW k−1.
Now, 13nW k−1 < W k holds if 13n < W , i.e., 26` < W . Note that W =
∑`
i=1 a` ≥
∑`
i=1 i =
`(`−1)
2 since
ai’s are distinct. Hence, 26` < W holds if 26` <
`(`−1)
2 , i.e., if ` > 53. Therefore, we have yi = −y`+i (or,
equivalently, yi+y`+i = 0) holds for all i = 1, . . . , `. Then we have 0 =
∑n
i=1 biyi =
∑`
i=1(biyi−b`+iyi) =∑`
i=1((ai +W
i)yi −W iyi) =
∑`
i=1 aiyi. Moreover, since y ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3n}n \ {0}, we obtain that
y ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n \ {0}. Therefore, if we define x as xi = yi for i = 1, . . . , `, then it is a solution to
I. This complete the proof. Note that from the discussion above any solution y to I ′ satisfies (i)
y ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n \ {0} and (ii) ∑ni=1 yi = 0. These properties are crucial for our reduction to ILS(1)
reconfiguration.
We then reduce the instance I ′ of bounded weak partition to ILS(1) reconfiguration. For this, we use
the reduction by Lagarias [16], which shows the NP-hardness of monotone quadratic systems, where an
1We note that good simultaneous approximation is shown to be NP-hard in [16], however, it is described how to formulate
good simultaneous approximation as monotone quadratic ILS in the last part of [16].
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ILS is monotone quadratic if each inequality has at most one positive coefficient and at most one negative
coefficient 2. For the sake of clarity, we use notation used in the proof of Theorem C in [16] except that
Z in [16] is replaced by z. From the proof in [16], it can be seen that I ′ has a solution if and only if the
following ILS has a solution. 
x0 − 1pR0 z = 0
xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z ≥ − 1
QTi
(i = 1, . . . , n)
−xi + θ
∗
i
QTi
z ≥ − 3n
QTi
(i = 1, . . . , n)
1 ≤ z ≤∑ni=1 θi.
(15)
Here, p0, Q1, . . . , Qn are primes and R, T, θ1, . . . , θn, θ
∗
1 , . . . , θ
∗
n are integers determined by bi’s in bounded
weak partition.
Then our instance I ′′ of ILS(1) reconfiguration is defined as follows. Our ILS is given by
x0 − 1pR0 z ≥ 0−x0 + 1pR0 z ≥ −1
xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z ≥ − 1
QTi
(i = 1, . . . , n)
−xi + θ
∗
i
QTi
z ≥ −1− θ∗i−2
QTi
(i = 1, . . . , n)
2n
pR0
QT1
(x0 − 1pR0 z) +
∑n
i=1
(
xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z
)
≥ n+1
2QT1
,
(16)
and we set
s = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, z)
=
(⌈∑n
i=1 θi
pR0
⌉
,
⌈
θ∗1
∑n
i=1 θi
QT1
− 1
QT1
⌉
, . . . ,
⌈
θ∗n
∑n
i=1 θi
QTn
− 1
QTn
⌉
,
∑n
i=1 θi
)
(17)
and t = 0. Note that the last inequality of system (16) is equivalent to
2n
pR0
QT1
x0 +
n∑
i=1
xi −
(
2n
QT1
+
n∑
i=1
θ∗i
QTi
)
z ≥ n+ 1
2QT1
(18)
and thus system (16) is dual Horn, i.e., each inequality has at most one negative coefficient. We actually
have that the complexity index of system (16) is exactly one.
We now show that I ′ is a yes instance if and only if I ′′ is a no instance, namely, I ′ has a solution if
and only if s and t are disconnected in the solution graph of system (16).
First, observe that if we do not have the last inequality in system (16), then we can reach from s to t.
Indeed, we can reach from (s1, sn+2) to (0, 0) in the solution graph of the first and second inequalities in
system (16). For each i = 1, . . . , n, we can also reach from (si, sn+2) to (0, 0) in the solution graph of the
third and fourth inequalities in system (16). Since x′is do not have inequality in common except the last
inequality in system (16), we can reach from s to t if we do not have the last inequality in system (16).
Now, suppose that I ′ has a solution y. Then, system (15) has an integer solution u = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, z).
We first observe that any path from s to t in G(I ′′) without the last inequality in system (16) must path
through u. This is because for a fixed value of z, there exists exactly one value for x0 (resp., for each xi)
that satisfies the first inequality (resp., both the second and third inequalities) in system (15). Indeed,
this is clear for x0. For xi (i = 1, . . . , n), from the second and third inequalities in system (15), we have
− 1
QTi
≤ xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z ≤ 3n
QTi
< 1 − 1
QTi
, where the last inequality follows from the size condition of Qi such
that QTi > Q
T
1 ≥ 4(n+ 1)pR0 . Therefore, the interval of xi is shorter than one for a fixed z, and thus we
have exactly one integer in the interval. Second, from our reduction to bounded weak partition, we have
(i) − 1
QTi
≤ xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z ≤ 1
QTi
and (ii) |{i | xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z = − 1
QTi
}| = |{i | xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z = 1
QTi
}|. Therefore, it holds
that ∑n
i=1
(
xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z
)
=
∑
i:yi=1
1
QTi
−∑i:yi=−1 1QTi
≤ n
QT1
− n
QTn
≤ n
QT1
− n
2QT1
= n
2QT1
,
< n+1
2QT1
,
(19)
2We note that good simultaneous approximation is shown to be NP-hard in [16], however, it is described how to formulate
good simultaneous approximation as monotone quadratic systems in the last part of [16].
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where we use 1
QTn
< 1
QTn−1
< · · · < 1
QT1
< 2
QTn
. Thus, the last inequality in system (16) is not satisfied.
Therefore, s cannot reach to t in the solution graph of system (16).
We then show the converse holds. Suppose that I ′ does not have a solution. Let P be an s-t path in
G(I) without last inequality in system (16). We show that all the vectors in P satisfy the last inequality
in system (16), implying that the s-t path is also a path in system (16). Let u = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, z) be
an arbitrary vector in P . If x0 − 1pR0 z > 0 holds, then the last inequality in system (16) is satisfied since
we have
2n
pR0
QT1
(x0 − 1pR0 z) +
∑n
i=1
(
xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z
)
≥ 2n pR0
QT1
1
pR0
−∑ni=1 1QTi
≥ 2n
QT1
−∑ni=1 1QT1
= n
QT1≥ n+1
2QT1
.
Hence, assume that x0− 1pR0 z = 0 holds. Recall that if I
′ has no solution, then system (15) has no integer
solution. Therefore, at least one j satisfies that xj − θ
∗
j
QTj
z ≥ 3n+1
QTj
. Thus, it follows that
2n
pR0
QT1
(x0 − 1pR0 z) +
∑n
i=1
(
xi − θ
∗
i
QTi
z
)
= 3n+1
QTj
−∑i 6=j,1≤i≤n 1QTi
≥ 3n+1
2QT1
− n−1
QT1
= n+3
2QT1
,
≥ n+1
2QT1
,
(20)
where the second inequality holds since 1
QTn
< 1
QTn−1
< · · · < 1
QT1
< 2
QTn
. Therefore, the last inequality in
system (16) is satisfied by u. This completes the proof.
4 Tractable subclasses of Z(I) = 1
In this section, we show that certain subclasses of ILS(1) reconfiguration are solvable in polynomial time.
4.1 Unit systems
An integer linear system I = (A, b, d) is called unit if A ∈ {0,±1}m×n holds for positive integers m and
n. For the feasibility problem, it is known that ILS(1) restricted to unit integer linear systems, denoted
by unit ILS(1), is polynomially solvable [15]. In this subsection, we consider the reconfiguration problem
of unit ILS(1). We note that unit ILS(1) includes a well-studied subclass of ILS such as unit Horn ILS
(e.g., [5, 6, 25]) and unit TVPI (UTVPI) ILS (e.g., [13, 24, 17]). In this subsection, we will show the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The reconfiguration problem of unit ILS(1) is polynomially solvable.
Any ILS in unit ILS(1) can be decomposed to a unit Horn ILS and a UTVPI ILS, using the decom-
position of general ILS(1). We thus first provide polynomial time algorithms to solve the reconfiguration
problems of these two ILSes and then combine them to solve that of unit ILS(1).
We first show the following result.
Proposition 4.2. The reconfiguration problem of unit Horn ILS is polynomially solvable.
Proof. Given a Horn ILS I = (A, b, d) and a solution s of I, we provide an algorithm to obtain a
unique minimal solution smin in the same component as s in polynomial time. Once this is done, the
reconfiguration problem can be solved in polynomial time by checking whether unique minimal solutions
in the same components as given two solutions are the same or not.
Consider the following Horn ILS I ′ with matrix representation {Ax ≥ b,x ≥ s − 1,−x ≥ −s},
where the second and last inequalities are equivalent to sj − 1 ≤ xj ≤ sj for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Our
algorithm finds in I ′ a unique minimal solution s1min in the same component as s. Then, we (possibly
exponentially) decrease simultaneously the values of those variables j for which sj and s
1
min(j) differs
until some variables coincides with their lower bounds. Then, we fix the values of these variables and
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iterate the above procedure for the ILS with less variables, eventually get to the unique minimal solution
smin in at most n iterations.
We formally describe our algorithm in Algorithm 2. For a vector u we also denote by u(j) the j-th
component of u. For index set V of variables and U ⊆ V , let eU be a vector such that eU (j) = 1 if
j ∈ U and eU (j) = 0 otherwise (i.e., j ∈ V \ U). For simplicity, we assume that inequalities xj ≥ 0 for
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} are included in Ax ≥ b. We also assume that b ∈ Zm for simplicity, however the result
also holds for an arbitrary b. Below, we show the correctness of Algorithm 2 and analyze its running
Algorithm 2: Computing a unique minimal solution smin in the same component as a solution s
in a unit Horn system I = (A, b, d)
1 V := {1, . . . , n}
2 T := ∅, U := ∅,W := ∅
3 u := s
4 R := {x ∈ DV | Ax ≥ b}
5 p := 0
6 while T 6= V do
7 Find a unique minimal solution umin in the same component as u in G([u− eV \T ,u] ∩R)
8 U ← {j ∈ V \ T | uj 6= umin(j)}
9 p← max{k | u− keU ∈ R}
10 u← u− peU
11 W ← {j ∈ U | uj = 0 or
∃i(aij = 1 ∧ {j′ ∈ V | aij′ = −1} ⊆ V \ U ∧
∑
j∈V aijuj = bi)}
12 T ← (V \ U) ∪W
13 output u and halt
time.
For the correctness of Algorithm 2, we claim that at the end of each iteration in the while loop, (i)
we have uj = smin(j) for all j ∈ T and (ii) we can reach from s to u in G(R). Then, since T = V holds
at the end of the algorithm, we know that the output u of the algorithm equals to smin. We show the
claim by induction on the number of iterations in the while loop.
Consider the first iteration. Let ubegin (resp., uend) be the vector u at the beginning (resp., end) of the
iteration. For (i), assume otherwise that uend(j) > smin(j) holds for some j ∈ T . Consider a monotone
ubegin−smin path P in G(R), which exists from Lemma 3.1. Let j ∈ T be the index such that the value of
xj first decreases in path P among the indices in T , and let v in P be the vector exactly before the value
of xj decreases. We show that such j cannot exist. Indeed, assume first that j ∈ V \U . Then there exists
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that aij = 1 and
∑n
j′=1 aij′umin(j
′) = bi, since otherwise we can decrease the value
of xj in umin without violating any inequality, obtaining a contradiction that umin is a unique minimal
solution. Note that aij′ ≤ 0 for j′ 6= j since I is unit Horn. Moreover, if aij′ = −1 then j′ ∈ V \U holds,
since otherwise we have
∑n
j′=1 aij′u(j
′) <
∑n
j′=1 aij′umin(j
′) = bi, which contradicts that u is a solution
to I. Therefore, we have
∑n
j′=1 aij′umin(j
′) =
∑
j′∈V \U aij′umin(j
′) +umin(j) = bi. However, since j ∈ T
be the index such that the value of xj first decreases in path P among the indices in T and U \ V ⊆ T ,
we have
∑
j′∈V \U aij′umin(j
′) + umin(j) =
∑
j′∈V \U aij′vj′ + vj = bi. Therefore, we cannot decrease the
value of xj in v, obtaining a contradiction. Assume next that j ∈ W . Then by definition it follows that
uend(j) = 0; or there exists i such that aij = 1, {j′ ∈ V | aij′ = −1} ⊆ V \ U and
∑
j∈V aijuend(j) = bi.
The former does not occur, since we cannot have smin(j) < uend(j) = 0. The latter does not occur
either, since the latter implies that we have an inequality xj +
∑
j′∈V \U aij′xj′ ≥ bi in the system and
that uend(j) +
∑
j′∈V \U aij′uend(j
′) = uend(j) +
∑
j′∈V \U aij′smin(j
′) = bi, since uend(j′) = smin(j′) for
j′ ∈ V \ U . Thus, we cannot have smin(j) < uend(j). Therefore, we have uend(j) = smin(j) for all j ∈ T
and (i) is proven.
For (ii), let P ′ : ubegin = u0 → u1 → · · · → u` = umin be a monotone ubegin-umin path in
G([ubegin − eV \T ,ubegin] ∩ R), which exists by Lemma 3.1. We show that for each 1 ≤ q ≤ p − 1,
P ′q : (u
0 − qeU ) → (u1 − qeU ) → · · · → (u` − qeU ) is a (ubegin − qeU )-(ubegin − (q + 1)eU ) path in
G(R). Then we can reach from ubegin(= s) to (ubegin − eU ), from (ubegin − eU ) to (ubegin − 2eU ), · · · ,
from (ubegin − (p− 1)eU ) to (ubegin − peU ) = uend, thus showing (ii). To see that P ′q is a path in G(R)
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for each q, we show that each vector in P ′q is contained in R, that is, each vector in P
′
q is a solution
to I. Fix q ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1} and k ∈ {1, . . . , `}, and consider vector uk − qeU . Choose i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
arbitrarily and consider the i-th inequality
∑n
j=1 aijxj ≥ bi of I. We examine two cases: (a) aij ≥ 0 for
all j ∈ U , (b) aij = −1 for some j ∈ U . For (a), since path P ′q is monotone and q ≤ p − 1, we have
uk − qeU ≥ u` − qeU ≥ u` − (p − 1)eU = uend. Since uend is a solution by definition, it satisfies the
inequality. Therefore,
∑n
j=1 aij(u
k
j−qeU (j)) ≥
∑n
j=1 aijuend(j) ≥ bi holds, and thus uk−qeU satisfies the
inequality. For (b), note that there exists at most one j′ with aij′ = 1 since I is unit Horn. Therefore, we
have
∑n
j=1 aij(u
k
j −qeU (j)) =
∑n
j=1 aiju
k
j −
∑
j∈U :aij=1 qeU (j)+
∑
j∈U :aij=−1 qeU (j) ≥
∑n
j=1 aiju
k
j ≥ bi,
where the last inequality holds since uk is a solution to I. Thus, uk − qeU satisfies the inequality. Since
i is arbitrary, uk − qeU satisfies all the inequalities of I. Thus, uk − qeU is a solution to I. Hence, (ii) is
proven.
We then consider the r-th iteration of the algorithm, where r ≥ 2. Let ubegin (resp., uend) be the
vector u at the beginning (resp., end) of the iteration. For (i), assume otherwise that uj > smin(j) holds
for some j ∈ T . Consider a monotone ubegin − smin path P in R, which exists since ubegin and s are
in the same component from the inductive hypothesis for (ii). Then since for the indices in T at the
beginning of the r-th iteration the values of ubegin and smin are the same by inductive hypothesis, we
can use the same argument as that to show (i) for the case of r = 1. We can also prove (ii) in a similar
way as the proof for r = 1. Therefore, (i) and (ii) hold at the end of every iteration by induction.
Finally, we analyze the running time of Algorithm 2. Since T increases at least one in each iteration
of the while loop, the number of iterations is at most n. In each iteration of the while loop, we can
find a unique minimal solution umin in polynomial time by using the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm
for Horn systems in Subsection 3.2.1. Moreover, p can be computed in polynomial time since for each
inequality
∑n
j=1 aijxj ≥ bi we can compute how much the left hand side changes if we change x to x−eU .
Therefore, each iteration of the while loop can be done in polynomial time. Hence, Algorithm 2 runs in
polynomial time. This completes the proof.
We next show the following result.
Proposition 4.3. The reconfiguration problem of UTVPI ILS is polynomially solvable.
We first note that if t is reachable from s, then there exists a t-monotone path by Lemma 3.4. Then,
by replacing xj with x
′
j = d−xj for each j with sj < tj , we obtain a monotone path from s′ to t′, where
we note that s′ ≥ t′ holds. Therefore, we assume that s ≥ t holds without loss of generality.
The following lemma is a key lemma to prove Proposition 4.3. Let p = |s−t|∞, i.e., p = maxj |sj−tj |.
Define ui := max(s− i1, t) for 0 ≤ i ≤ p. We note that u0 = s and up = t hold.
Lemma 4.4. Let I be an instance UTVPI system and s, t be solutions of I. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) t is reachable from s in G(I).
(2) ui+1 is reachable from ui in G(I) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1.
(3) u1 is reachable from u0 in G(I).
Proof. We show the following chain of implications: (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1). Note that (2) ⇒ (1) is
straightforward. Hence, we show (1) ⇒ (3) and (3) ⇒ (2) in the following.
We first show (1)⇒ (3). Since t is reachable from s, there exists an s-t path in G(I). Let such a path
be s = s0 → s1 → · · · → s` = t, denoted by P . From the discussion before the lemma, we assume that P
is monotone. Thus, s ≥ si ≥ t for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `. Now, consider a sequence max(s0,u1)→ max(s1,u1)→
· · · → max(s`,u1). We show that this sequence is indeed a path from u0 to u1 in G(I), which implies
that (3) holds. First, we have max(s0,u1) = max(s,max(s − 1, t)) = s = u0 and max(s`,u1) =
max(t,max(s − 1, t)) = max(s − 1, t) = u1. Next, we have dist(max(si,u1),max(si+1,u1)) ≤ 1 for all
0 ≤ i ≤ `− 1, since si and si+1 differs at one position. Finally, we show that max(si,u1) is a solution to
I for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `. Fix i ∈ {0, . . . , `}. We show that each inequality of I is satisfied by max(si,u1). We
have three types of inequalities to consider, namely, xq +xr ≥ c, xq −xr ≥ c, and −xq −xr ≥ c. Observe
first that xq + xr ≥ c is satisfied by max(si,u1), since max(si,u1) ≥ t and t satisfies the inequality.
Likewise, −xq − xr ≥ c is satisfied by max(si,u1), since max(si,u1) ≤ s and s satisfies the inequality.
For xq − xr ≥ c, we show that u1 satisfies this inequality. Then max(si,u1)q + max(si,u1)r ≥ c follows
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since xq − xr ≥ c is closed under max operation. To show that u1(= max(s− 1, t)) satisfies xq − xr ≥ c,
assume first that sr − 1 ≤ tr holds. Then we have u1q − u1r = max(sq − 1, tq) − max(sr − 1, tr) =
max(sq − 1, tq) − tr ≥ tq − tr ≥ c. Next, assume otherwise that sr − 1 > tr holds. Then if sq − 1 ≥ tq,
then we have u1q − u1r = sq − 1 − (sr − 1) = sq − sr ≥ c, and if sq − 1 < tq, then we have sq = tq since
sq ≥ tq and thus u1q −u1r = tq − (sr − 1) = sq − (sr − 1) ≥ sq − sr ≥ c. Therefore, u1 satisfies xq −xr ≥ c.
This complete the proof for (1) ⇒ (3).
We next show (3) ⇒ (2). We show that ui+1 is reachable from ui in G(I) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 by
induction on i. For i = 0, u1 is reachable from u0 by (3). For i > 0, assume that there exists a monotone
ui−1-ui path in G(I). Let such a path be ui−1 = ui−1,0 → ui−1,1 → · · · → ui−1,` = ui. Define
ui,k := max((ui−1,k − 1), t) for 0 ≤ k ≤ `. We show that ui,0 → ui,1 → · · · → ui,` is a ui-ui+1path in
G(I).
First, we have
ui,0 = max((ui−1,0 − 1), t)
= max((ui−1 − 1), t)
= max(max(s− (i− 1)1, t)− 1, t)
= max(max(s− i1, t− 1), t)
= max((s− i1), t) = ui
and, similarly, ui,` = max((ui−1,` − 1), t) = max((ui − 1), t) = ui+1.
Next, it follows that dist(ui,k,ui,k+1) ≤ 1 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ ` − 1, since ui−1,k and ui−1,k+1 differs at
one position.
Finally, we show that ui,k is a solution to I for all 0 ≤ k ≤ `. Fix k ∈ {0, . . . , `}. We show that each
inequality of I is satisfied by ui,k. We have three types of inequalities to consider, namely, xq + xr ≥ c,
xq − xr ≥ c, and −xq − xr ≥ c. Observe first that xq + xr ≥ c is satisfied by ui,k, since ui,k ≥ t
and t satisfies the inequality. Likewise, −xq − xr ≥ c is satisfied by ui,k, since ui,k ≤ s and s satisfies
the inequality. Here, ui,k(= max((ui−1,k − 1), t) ≤ s holds since we have t ≤ s and ui−1,k ≤ ui−1 =
max(s− (i− 1)1, t) ≤ s from monotonicity of the ui−1-ui path. For xq − xr ≥ c, we want to show that
ui,kq − ui,kr ≥ c holds. By definition, we have ui,kq − ui,kr = max(ui−1,kq − 1, tq) − max(ui−1,kr − 1, tr). If
ui−1,kr − 1 ≤ tr, then max(ui−1,kq − 1, tq) −max(ui−1,kr − 1, tr) = max(ui−1,kq − 1, tq) − tr ≥ tq − tr ≥ c
holds. If ui−1,kr −1 > tr, then max(ui−1,kq −1, tq)−max(ui−1,kr −1, tr) = max(ui−1,kq −1, tq)−ui−1,kr −1 ≥
ui−1,kq − 1− (ui−1,kr − 1) = ui−1,kq − ui−1,kr ≥ c holds. Therefore, we have ui,kq − ui,kr ≥ c. This completes
the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. From Lemma 4.4, it suffices to check if u1 is reachable from u0 in G(I). This
can be done in polynomial time by using the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm in Proposition 3.8 for
(unit) TVPI constraint with D = {0, 1}.
We are now ready to show the main theorem of this subsection.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We use Algorithm 1 but this time, we use the polynomial time algorithms in
Proposition 4.2 and 4.3 to solve the problems in unit Horn and unit TVPI systems. Then the theorem
follows.
Note that even for a unit monotone quadratic system (which is unit Horn and UTVPI at the same
time), the diameter of the solution graph is Θ(dn) as Example 3.1 shows. Therefore, we obtain a
polynomially solvable result for a reconfiguration problem in which the diameter of the solution graph
can be exponential in the input size.
4.2 Bounded number of variables
In this subsection, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. If the number of variables is a fixed constant, then ILS(1) reconfiguration is solvable in
polynomial time.
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Proof. To solve the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1), we determine if there exists a certificate for discon-
nectivity, which is used to show that the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) is in coNP in Subsection 3.3.
Note that an instance is a no instance if and only if the exists a vector w satisfying the following
conditions.
C0: w ∈ R,
C1: w ≤QH s,
C2: w is locally QH-minimal, i.e., w−ej 6∈ R for any j ∈ H and w−σjej 6∈ R for any j ∈ Q\{` | w` = t`},
where σj = 1 if wj > tj and −1 if wj < tj , and
C3: there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that wj >QH tj .
Note that w − ej 6∈ R if and only if there exists an inequality Ai.x ≥ bi in Ax ≥ b such that
Ai.(w − ej) < bi, i.e., Ai.w < Aij + bi.
To find a vector satisfying conditions Ci (0 ≤ i ≤ 3), we guess for each j the inequality that w − ej
violates. We also guess which coordinate j satisfies Condition C3. We summarize our algorithm in
Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Solving the reconfiguration problem of ILS(1) I = (A, b, d) with fixed number of
variables
1 for (i1, . . . , in) ∈ {1, . . . ,m}n and j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
2 if there exists an integer vector w satisfying the following inequalities
Aw ≥ b
w ≤QH s
Aik.w < Aik,k + bik (for all k = 1, . . . , n)
wj ≥QH tj + 1.
(21)
then
3 output “NO” and halt
4 output “YES” and halt
Note that Eq. (21) is a feasibility problem of linear inequalities with strict inequalities. However, we
can replace Aik.w < Aik,k + bik with Aik.w ≤ Aik,k + bik − ε for sufficiently small ε > 0 without changing
the feasibility. Therefore, we can check the feasibility of Eq. (21) by solving the feasibility problem of an
ILS. This can be done in polynomial time using the polynomial time algorithm for ILS with fixed number
of variables [18]. Moreover, the number of loops in Algorithm 3 is polynomial in m if the number of
variable n is a fixed constant. Therefore, the reconfiguration problem is solvable in polynomial time.
5 The case of Z(I) < 1
In this section, we consider the case of Z(I) < 1 and show the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The reconfiguration problem of ILS(γ) is always yes for any γ < 1.
From Lemma 3 in [15], the input matrix A admits an elimination ordering if Z(I) < 1. Here, an
elimination ordering is a linear ordering of the columns of A such that A becomes empty by repeatedly
eliminating the columns j that satisfies one of the following conditions.
(i) aij > 0 implies aij′ = 0 with j
′ 6= j for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
(ii) aij < 0 implies aij′ = 0 with j
′ 6= j for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
From this property, we show the following useful lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let I = (A, b, d) be an ILS with Z(I) < 1. Then the reconfiguration problem of I can be
reduced to that of I ′ = (A′, b′, d) such that A′ has the following property: (P1) for any i = 1, . . . ,m,
A′ij > 0 implies that (a) A
′
ij′ ≤ 0 for j′ < j and (b) A′ij′ = 0 for j′ > j.
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Proof. By rearranging the column vectors, we assume that A admits an elimination ordering (1, . . . , n).
Let A′ be a matrix obtained from A by replacing the j-th columns of A with their opposite vectors for
all j eliminated by (ii) in the definition of elimination ordering. Then the reconfiguration problem of I
can be reduced to that of I ′ = (A′, b − dA.j , d) by Lemma 2.2 in Section 2. Moreover, A′ admits an
elimination ordering (1, . . . , n) such that all columns are eliminated by (i) in the definition of elimination
ordering. We now show that A′ satisfies the property (P1). For (a), assume that A′ij′ > 0 holds for some
j′ < j. However, when j′ is eliminated, we have Aij′′ = 0 for remaining j′′s including j, which contradict
Aij > 0. Hence, (a) holds. (b) follows directly from the definition of elimination ordering. This completes
the proof.
To better appreciate the above lemma, consider an ILS I = (A, b, d) where all elements of A are
positive. Then clearly Z(I) = 0 and, in fact, each column is eliminated by the condition (ii), which is
vacantly holds for each column. Moreover, let A′ be a matrix obtained from A by replacing every column
of A with its opposite vector. Then the elements of A′ are all negative, and (P1) vacantly holds for A′.
From Lemma 5.2, we assume that the input matrix A has property (P1) in the following lemma.
In particular, A is a Horn matrix since each row of it has at most one positive element. Therefore,
the feasible solutions of an ILS with input matrix A has a unique minimal solution from Lemma 2.3 in
Subsection 2.2. Now, we show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let I be an instance of ILS which has at least one feasible solution, and with Z(I) < 1.
Let x∗ be a unique minimal solution to I and s be any feasible solution to I. Then, there exists a path
from s to x∗ on G(I). Consequently, G(I) is a connected graph.
Proof. Recall that A is assumed to have the property (P1) in Lemma 5.2. Let x∗ = (x∗1, . . . , x
∗
n) be a
unique minimal solution to I, and s = (s1, . . . , sn) be any feasible solution to I. For each k = 0, . . . , n,
we define sk := (x∗1, . . . , x
∗
k, sk+1, . . . , sn), that is, s
k = (sk1 , . . . , s
k
n) such that
ski =
{
x∗i i ≤ k
si i > k.
(22)
If we can show that sk is a feasible solution to I for each k = 0, . . . , n, then we immediately have that s
and x∗ are connected via a path s = s0 → s1 → · · · → sn = x∗.
In the rest of this proof, we show the fact by induction on k. For k = 0, s0(= s) is a feasible solution
to I by assumption. For k > 0, assume that sk−1 is a feasible solution to I. We then show that each
inequality of I is satisfied by sk. Consider the i-th inequality
∑n
j=1 aijxj ≥ bi of I. There are following
three cases:
Case 1: aik > 0
In this case,
∑n
j=1 aijxj =
∑k
j=1 aijxj holds from property (P1). Therefore,
∑n
j=1 aijs
k
j =
∑k
j=1 aijs
k
j =∑k
j=1 aijx
∗
j ≥ bi holds. Thus, sk satisfies the i-th inequality of I.
Case 2: aik < 0
In this case,
∑n
j=1 aijs
k
j ≥
∑n
j=1 aijs
k−1
j holds. This is because s
k and sk−1 differ only on variable
xk, and (aiks
k
k =)aikx
∗
k ≥ aiksk(= aiksk−1k ) holds since we have x∗k ≤ sk (by unique minimality of
x∗) and aik < 0. From the inductive assumption sk−1 is a feasible solution to I, which implies that∑n
j=1 aijs
k
j ≥
∑n
j=1 aijs
k−1
j ≥ bi holds. Therefore, sk satisfies the i-th inequality of I.
Case 3: aik = 0
In this case, since sk and sk−1 differ only on variable xk, we have
∑n
j=1 aijs
k
j =
∑n
j=1 aijs
k−1
j ≥ bi.
Hence, sk satisfies the i-th inequality of I in all cases. Since i is arbitrary, sk is a feasible solution to I.
This completes the proof.
Now we are ready to show Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. From Lemma 5.3, G(I) is a connected graph. Therefore, the reconfiguration
problem is always yes.
Corollary 5.4. The diameter of G(I) is O(n) if Z(I) < 1.
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Proof. From Lemma 5.3, any two vertices of G(I) are connected via the unique minimal solution x∗ of I
by a path of length at most 2n. Therefore, the diameter of G(I) is O(n).
We now show that the diameter of G(I) can be Ω(n) for ILS with index less than one.
Example 5.1. Consider the following ILS with n variables.
{−xj ≥ −1 (j = 1, . . . , n) (23)
This ILS has index zero since (α1, α2, . . . , αn, Z) = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0) is an optimal solution of LP (1).
Clearly, the set of solution of ILS (23) is {0, 1}n. Then the diameter of the solution graph of ILS (23)
is Ω(n). Indeed, consider a path from (0, 0, . . . , 0) to (1, 1, . . . , 1). We can change a value of only one
variable in each step. Therefore, the length of the path is at least n. Thus, the diameter of the solution
graph of ILS (23) is Ω(n).
Theorem 5.5. The diameter of G(I) is Θ(n) if Z(I) < 1.
Proof. This follows from corollary 5.4 and Example 5.1.
We finally note that the following example shows that the solution graph might be disconnected if
the index is one, which contrasts to Lemma 5.3.
Example 5.2. Consider the following ILS with n = 2.{
x1 − x2 ≥ 0
−x1 + x2 ≥ 0 (24)
Then LP (1) is
minimize Z
subject to α1 + (1− α2) ≤ Z
(1− α1) + α2 ≤ Z
0 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ 1.
(25)
By summing up the first and second constraints in LP (25), we obtain 2 ≤ 2Z, namely 1 ≤ Z. On
the other hand, (α1, α2, Z) = (1/2, 1/2, 1) is a feasible solution to LP (25). Hence, the optimal value of
LP (25) is one and the ILS has index one.
From ILS (24), we have x1 = x2 and thus the set of solutions of ILS (24) is {(0, 0), (1, 1), . . . , (d, d)}.
Therefore, the solution graph is disconnected.
6 The case of Z(I) > 1
Recall that the reconfiguration problem of SAT is known to be PSPACE-complete [8]. Moreover, ILS is a
generalization of SAT, that is, ILS can formulate SAT by representing each clause (
∨
j∈L+ xj ∨
∨
j∈L− xj)
as
∑
j∈L+ xj +
∑
j∈L−(1−xj) ≥ 1 and setting d = 1. Therefore, we can immediately have the PSPACE-
completeness of the reconfiguration problem of ILS. However, such an ILS may have a large complexity
index Z(I). In this section, we show that such an index can be decreased to arbitrary small number
greater than one. Then we can say that the reconfiguration problem of ILS(γ) is PSPACE-complete for
any γ > 1.
To this end, we focus on the SAT problem for a while. As ILS, let SAT(γ) be the set of the SAT
instances with index at most γ, where index for SAT is computed via the above-mentioned ILS formula-
tion, where we note that this index actually coincides with the complexity index for SAT introduced by
Boros et al. [4]. We first explain the structural expressibility, which is introduced in [8] for reduction of
connectivity problems.
Recall that relation R is a subset of Dk for some k. Let Γ be a finite set of logical relations, i.e.,
relations with D = {0, 1}. A CNF(Γ)-formula over a set of variables V = {x1, . . . , xn} is a finite
conjunction C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cn of clauses built using relations from Γ, variables from V , and the constants 0
and 1.
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Definition 6.1 ([8]). A relation R is structurally expressible from a set of relations Γ if there exists a
CNF(Γ)-formula ϕ such that the following conditions hold:
(1) R = {a | ∃yϕ(a,y)}.
(2) For every a ∈ R, the graph G(ϕ(a,y)) is connected.
(3) For a, b ∈ R with dist(a, b) = 1, there exists w such that (a,w) and (b,w) are solutions of ϕ.
In [8], the following useful lemma is shown.
Lemma 6.1 (Corollary 3.3 in [8]). For two sets of relations Γ and Γ′ assume that each relation R ∈ Γ′
is structurally expressible from Γ, and that there exists a polynomial time algorithm that produces a
structural expression from Γ for each R ∈ Γ′. Then there exists a polynomial-time reduction from the
reconfiguration problem of Γ′ to that of Γ.
We are now ready to show our result.
Theorem 6.2. The reconfiguration problem of SAT(γ) is PSPACE-complete for any γ > 1.
Proof. We reduce the reconfiguration problem of 3-SAT, which is known PSPACE-complete [8]. Let ϕ
be an instance of 3-SAT, where ϕ =
∧m
i=1 Ci is a 3-CNF with n variables and m clauses, and Ci =
(`i1 ∨ `i2 ∨ `i3) for i = 1, . . . ,m. Here, 1 ≤ i1, i2, i3 ≤ n and ik’s are distinct for i = 1, . . . ,m, and `ik is a
literal, i.e., unnegated or negated variable, for each ik.
Let ε = γ − 1 and t = d1/εe. For each clause (`i1 ∨ `i2 ∨ `i3), we introduce 2(1 + t) auxiliary variables
yi,0, yi,1, . . . , yi,t and zi,0, zi,1, . . . , zi,t. Then we replace clause (`i1 ∨ `i2 ∨ `i3) with the clauses
ψi = (`i1 ∨ yi,0)(yi,0 ∨ yi,1) · · · (yi,t−1 ∨ yi,t)(yi,t ∨ `i2 ∨ zi,t)(zi,t ∨ zi,t−1) · · · (zi,1 ∨ zi,0)(zi,0 ∨ `i3)
for each i = 1, . . . ,m. Let ψ = ∧mi=1ψi. Then we have the following claims.
Claim 6.3. ψ is a structural expression of ϕ.
Proof. We first see that the set of solutions of ψi is as shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2: The set of solutions of ψi for each assignment to `i1 , `i2 , and `i3
(`i1 , `i2 , `i3) y, z
(0,0,0) ∅
(0,0,1) y = 0, z = 1
(0,1,0) y = 0, z = 0
(1,0,0) y = 1, z = 0
(0,1,1) y = 0, zi,0 ≥ zi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ zi,t
(1,0,1) y = 1, zi,0 ≥ zi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ zi,t or yi,0 ≥ yi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ yi,t, z = 1
(1,1,0) yi,0 ≥ yi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ yi,t, z = 0
(1,1,1) yi,0 ≥ yi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ yi,t, zi,0 ≥ zi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ zi,t
For example, if we set `i1 = `i2 = `i3 = 0, then we have yi,0 = 0 from clause (`i1 ∨ yi,0). Note that we
have yi,0 ≥ yi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ yi,t and zi,0 ≥ zi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ zi,t from the clauses in ψi that contain no `ik ’s. Thus,
yi,t = 0 follows from yi,0 = 0. Hence, we have zi,t = 1 from (yi,t ∨ `i2 ∨ zi,t) and yi,t = `i2 = 0. On the
other hand, zi,0 = 0 follows from (zi,0 ∨ `i3) and `i3 = 0. Hence, by zi,0 ≥ zi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ zi,t, we have
zi,t = 0. This contradicts zi,t = 1. Therefore, `i1 = `i2 = `i3 = 0 is not a part of any solution to ψi.
Similarly, we can check Table 2 holds for the other assignments to `i1 , `i2 , and `i3 .
We now show the claim by checking (1), (2), and (3) in Definition 6.1 are satisfied from Table 2.
Firstly, we have (1), since there exists no solution to `i1 = `i2 = `i3 = 0 and there exists at least one
solution to the other assignments to `ik ’s. For (2), we have to check if the solution space of y and z is
connected for each assignment to `i1 , `i2 , and `i3 . If exactly one of `ik ’s is 1, then G(ψi(`i1 , `i2 , `i3 ,y, z))
is connected since there is exactly one solution to y and z. For (`i1 , `i2 , `i3) = (0, 1, 1), we have the set
{(0; 0, . . . , 0), (0; 0, . . . , 0, 1), (0; 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1), . . . , (0; 1, . . . , 1)}
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of satisfying assignments to (y, z) and this is clearly connected. We can similarly show thatG(ψi(`i1 , `i2 , `i3 ,y, z))
is connected for (`i1 , `i2 , `i3) = (1, 1, 0). For (`i1 , `i2 , `i3) = (1, 0, 1), we have the set
{(0; 0, . . . , 0), (0; 0, . . . , 0, 1), (0; 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1), . . . , (0; 1, . . . , 1) = (0, . . . , 0; 1),
(0, . . . , 0, 1; 1), . . . , (1, . . . , 1; 1)}
of satisfying assignments to (y, z) and this is again connected. Finally, for (`i1 , `i2 , `i3) = (1, 1, 1), we
have the set
{(0, . . . , 0), (0, . . . , 0, 1), . . . , (1, . . . , 1)} × {(0, . . . , 0), (0, . . . , 0, 1), . . . , (1, . . . , 1)}
of satisfying assignments to (y, z), where × is the Cartesian product of two sets. This is connected since
the Cartesian product of two connected sets is connected. Therefore, we have (2). We note that this
can be also proven by checking that ψi admits an elimination ordering as an ILS and by Lemma 5.3.
For (3), observe that the set of satisfying assignment to (y, z) is monotone, i.e., if a ≤ b then we
have {(y, z) | ψi(a,y, z) = 1} ⊆ {(y, z) | ψi(b,y, z) = 1}. Therefore, for a, b ∈ {0, 1}3 \ {(0, 0, 0)}
with dist(a, b) = 1, we can find a satisfying assignment (y, z) for the smaller of a and b such that
ψi(a,y, z) = ψi(b,y, z) = 1 holds. Therefore, we have shown (3). This completes the proof.
Claim 6.4. The complexity index Z(ψ) is at most 1 + ε(= γ).
Proof. For each i = 1, . . . ,m, consider the constraints of linear programming problem (1) corresponding
to ψi:
αi1 + 1− αyi,0 ≤ Z
αyi,k + 1− αyi,k+1 ≤ Z (k = 0, . . . , t− 1)
αyi,t + αi2 + αzi,t ≤ Z
1− αzi,k+1 + αzi,k ≤ Z (k = 0, . . . , t− 1)
1− αzi,0 + αi3 ≤ Z.
(26)
Let αyi,k = αzi,k = 1− k/t for k = 0, 1, . . . , t. Then, the inequalities above are feasible for Z = 1 + ε.
Indeed, we have αi1 +1−αyi,0 = αi1 ≤ 1. Moreover, αyi,k +1−αyi,k+1 = 1− kt + k+1t = 1+ 1t ≤ 1+ε holds
for k = 0, . . . , t−1. We also have αyi,t+αi2+αzi,t = αi2 ≤ 1, 1−αzi,k+1+αzi,k = k+1t +1− kt = 1+ 1t ≤ 1+ε
for k = 0, . . . , t−1, and 1−αzi,0 +αi3 = αi3 ≤ 1. Therefore, all the inequalities are satisfied for Z = 1+ε.
Since linear programming problem (1) minimizes Z, we have Z(ψ) ≤ 1 + ε = γ.
Now, the theorem follows from these claims and Lemma 6.1.
Corollary 6.5. The reconfiguration problem of ILS(γ) is PSPACE-complete for any γ > 1.
Proof. Since SAT is contained in ILS, the statement follows form Theorem 6.2.
Finally, we show that the diameter of G(I) can be Ω((d+ 2) · 3n2 ) even for ILS I with at most three
variables per inequality for d ≥ 2.
Lemma 6.6. For n even and d ≥ 2, there exists an ILS In with n variables and 12n2− 12n+1 inequalities
such that G(In) is a path of length `(n, d) = 2(d+ 2) · 3n2−1 − 2.
Proof. We first construct a path Pn in D
n of length `(n, d) and then provide an ILS In such that G(In)
contains Pn as a maximal connected component.
We inductively construct the path Pn. For n = 2, let V (P2) = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), . . . , (d−
1, d), (d, d)} which is a path of length 2d. For n ≥ 4, assume that we have constructed path Pn−2 with two
end points sn−2 and tn−2. Then V (Pn) is defined as follows. For each v ∈ V (Pn−2), V (Pn) contains three
vertices (v, 0, 0), (v, 1, 1), and (v, 2, 2). Note that the induced subgraph with only these vertices consists
of three disjoint copies of Pn−2. These components are connected by adding two vertices (tn−2, 0, 1)
and (sn−2, 1, 2), where the former connects (tn−2, 0, 0) and (tn−2, 1, 1), and the latter (sn−2, 1, 1) and
(sn−2, 2, 2). Now we have defined V (Pn). Observe that Pn is a path from sn = (sn−2, 0, 0) to tn =
(tn−2, 2, 2). Indeed, it is a path sn = (sn−2, 0, 0) → · · · → (tn−2, 0, 0) → (tn−2, 0, 1) → (tn−2, 1, 1) →
· · · → (sn−2, 1, 1) → (sn−2, 1, 2) → (sn−2, 2, 2) → · · · → (tn−2, 2, 2) = tn. We now calculate its length
`(n, d). From the above observation we have `(n, d) = 3 · `(n − 2, d) + 4, and `(2, d) = 2d. By solving
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this recursive equation, we obtain that `(n, d) = 2(d+ 2) · 3n2−1 − 2. Moreover, we have s2 = (0, 0), t2 =
(d, d), sn = (sn−2, 0, 0), tn = (tn−2, 2, 2) and hence sn = (0, . . . , 0), tn = (d, d, 2, . . . , 2).
We then construct an ILS In such that G(In) contains Pn as a maximal connected component. Let
I2 be defined as { −x1 + x2 ≥ 0
x1 − x2 ≥ −1. (27)
Then the set of the feasible solutions of I2 is indeed {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), . . . , (d−1, d), (d, d)}.
Assume we have In−2. We add two variables xn−1 and xn, and the inequalities
−xn−1 + xn ≥ 0
xn−1 − xn ≥ −1
xj + 2dxn−1 − dxn ≥ 0 for j = 1, 2 (28)
xj + 4xn−1 − 2xn ≥ 0 for j = 3, . . . , n− 2 (29)
−xj + 2xn−1 − 4xn ≥ −6 for j = 1, . . . , n− 2 (30)
From the inequalities in (28) and (29), (xn−1, xn) = (0, 1) implies that (x1, . . . , xn−2) = tn−2 =
(d, d, 2, . . . , 2). Moreover, from the inequalities in (30), (xn−1, xn) = (1, 2) implies that (x1, . . . , xn−2) =
sn−2 = (0, . . . , 0). Furthermore, the inequalities in (30) cannot be satisfied for (xn−1, xn) = (2, 3).
Therefore, Pn cannot be prolonged in G(In), implying that it is a maximal connected component of
G(In).
Theorem 6.7. For infinitely many n, d ≥ 2, and γ > 1, there exists an ILS In in ILS(γ) with n variables
such that G(In) has diameter 2(d+ 2) · 3
√
(γ−1)n
8 −1 − 2.
Proof. To show the theorem, we structurally express the instance In in Lemma 6.6 by an instance I
′
N of
ILS(γ). This expression is similar to that in Theorem 6.2.
Let Ei : ai1xi1 + ai2xi2 + ai3xi3 ≥ bi be the i-th inequality of In. Let ε = γ − 1 and t = d1/εe.
We introduce 2(1 + t) auxiliary variables yi,0, yi,1, . . . , yi,t and zi,0, zi,1, . . . , zi,t to structurally express Ei.
Indeed, we structurally express Ei by the set Ei of the inequalities
ai1xi1 − ai1yi,0 ≥ 0 (31)
ai1yi,k − ai1yi,k+1 ≥ 0 for k = 0, . . . , t− 1 (32)
ai1yi,t + ai2xi2 + ai3zi,t ≥ b (33)
−ai3zi,k+1 + ai3zi,k ≥ 0 for k = 0, . . . , t− 1 (34)
−ai3zi,0 + ai3xi3 ≥ 0, (35)
for each i. Let I ′N =
⋃
i Ei. We show that (i) I ′N is a structural expression of In and (ii) the complexity
index Z(I ′N ) is at most 1 + ε(= γ).
We first show that (i) holds by checking (1), (2), and (3) in Definition 6.1. For (1), assume that
(xi1 , xi2 , xi3) satisfies Ei. Then Ei is satisfied by setting yi,0 = . . . yi,t = xi1 and zi,0 = · · · = zi,t = xi3 .
Conversely, if Ei is satisfied by (xi1 , xi2 , xi3 , yi,0, . . . , yi,t, zi,0, . . . , zi,t), then (xi1 , xi2 , xi3) satisfies Ei.
This is because we have ai1xi1 ≥ ai1yi,0 ≥ · · · ≥ ai1yi,t by the inequalities in (31) and (32) and ai3xi3 ≥
ai3zi,0 ≥ · · · ≥ ai3zi,t by the inequalities in (35) and (34). Thus, from ai1yi,t + ai2xi2 + ai3zi,t ≥ bi
by the inequality in (33), we obtain ai1xi1 + ai2xi2 + ai3xi3 ≥ bi. Therefore, (xi1 , xi2 , xi3) satisfies Ei
and we have shown (1). For (2), we observe that for each fixed (xi1 , xi2 , xi3), Ei admits an elimination
ordering (yi,0, . . . , yi,t, zi,t, . . . zi,0), where yi,k (resp., zi,k) is eliminated by (ii) (resp., (i)) in the definition
of elimination ordering for each k. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, the solution graph is connected and (2) is
satisfied. Finally, for (3), observe that the set of satisfying assignment to (y, z) is monotone, i.e., if
x ≤ x′ then we have {(y, z) | (x,y, z) satisfies E} ⊆ {(y, z) | (x′,y, z) satisfies E}. Therefore, for
satisfying assignments x,x′ ∈ D3 with dist(x,x′) = 1, we can find a satisfying assignment (y, z) for the
smaller of x and x′ such that both (x,y, z) and (x′,y, z) satisfy E . Therefore, we have shown (3). This
completes the proof of (i).
Similar to the proof in Theorem 6.2, we can show (ii).
Finally, we count the number N of the variables in our structural expression I ′N of In. Note that In
has 12n
2 − 12n+ 1 inequalities by Lemma 6.6. Since each inequality of In is replaced by inequalities with
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2(1 + t) auxiliary variables, the number N of the variables in I ′N is N = n + 2(1 + t)(
1
2n
2 − 12n + 1),
which is at most 2n
2
ε . Namely, we have n ≥
√
εN
2 . Therefore, by substituting this to the diameter of In,
we obtain that the diameter of I ′N is at least 2(d+ 2) · 3
√
εN
8 −1 − 2.
7 Conclusion
This paper investigates the complexity of the reconfiguration problem of ILS based on the complexity
index introduced in [15] and obtains a complexity trichotomy. On the way of showing this result, we
also reveal the complexity of the reconfiguration problems of Horn and TVPI ILSes, ones of most studied
subclasses of ILSes. We also obtain a complexity dichotomy for the reconfiguration problem of unit
integer linear systems and Boolean satisfiability problem in terms of the complexity index.
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